
St Barnabas Spellings Term 3- Year 3 
 

Spelling is a fundamental literacy skill that enables children to develop strong writing 

skills as they grow their vocabulary. 

We therefore ask for spellings to be learnt at home, as well as in class, ready for 

testing once a week.   

 
Week 1 

Tested on: 15/01/21 
 
Spelling rule: Suffixes ‘-
ness’ and ‘-ful’. 

Week 2 
Tested on: 22/01/21 
 
Spelling rule:  
Prefixes:  ‘-sub’ and 
‘tele-‘ 

Week 3 
Tested on: 29/01/21 
 
Spelling rule:  
Prefixes:  Apostrophe 
for contraction 

Week 4 
Tested on: Test: 5/02/21 
 
Spelling rule:  
Year 3 Statutory 
Spellings 

Week 5 
Tested on: 12/02/21 
 
Spelling rule:  
Suffixes ‘-ly’ 

happiness 

 

telephone doesn’t possible hopefully 

tidiness  

 

television you’re build carefully 

fitness 

 

telescope would’ve continue slowly 

forgetful 

 

submerge wouldn’t difficult thankfully 

beautiful  

 

submarine couldn’t natural worriedly 

Challenge spellings  

 

successful 

 

subordinate haven’t strength patiently 

 
 
 



 

Ways to practise your spellings.        Choose a different way every day! 
 

 



 

 Look, say, cover, write, check 
Look at the word, say it out loud (say it in sounds or in a funny way if it helps), cover the word, write the word down from memory, check it.   
If you get it wrong at first,, don’t worry.  Just repeat the process again and again until you’ve cracked it. 
 
Trace it 
Ask someone to write the word double the size you normally would.  Trace over it in a colour, then a different colour, then another. 

 
Draw an image 
This helps make a word memorable.  Draw a picture to match your word including your word in the picture to help you  
brain to remember it.  This won’t work for every word but will help you with some.  
 

                                                                                     W  H  A  L  E 
 
 
 
 
 
Pyramid writing   
This helps you to think about each letter separately.  You could also then do it backwards to create a diamond.  
 
Shape Words 
Draw a shape on your page.  Write your spelling word over and over around the edge of your shape. 

P 
P y 

P y r 
P y r a 

P y r a m 
P y r a m i 

P y r a m i d 
 
 
 

shape shape 



 
Spellamadoodles 
Draw a squiggle doodle pattern on your page.  Write a different spelling in each space. 

 
 
 

 


